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Abstract—Facial expression recognition has been studied broadly, and several works using local micro-pattern descriptors have
obtained significant results. There are, however, open questions: how to design a discriminative and robust feature descriptor?, how to
select expression-related most influential features?, and how to represent the face descriptor exploiting the most salient parts of the
face? In this paper, we address these three issues to achieve better performance in recognizing facial expressions. First, we propose a
new feature descriptor, namely Local Shape Pattern (LSP), that describes the local shape structure of a pixel’s neighborhood based on
the prominent directional information by analyzing the statistics of the neighborhood gradient, which allows it to be robust against
subtle local noise and distortion. Furthermore, we propose a selection strategy for learning the influential codes being active in the
expression affiliated changes by selecting them exhibiting statistical dominance and high spatial variance. Lastly, we learn the size of
the salient facial blocks to represent the facial description with the notion that changes in expressions vary in size and location. We
conduct person-independent experiments in existing datasets after combining above three proposals, and obtain an improved
performance for the facial expression recognition task.

Index Terms—Local Shape Pattern, LSP, Orientlets, Active Codes, Learned-size Block Representation, Expression Recognition
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1 INTRODUCTION

THIS recent years, Automatic Facial Expression Recogni-
tion Research (AFER) has put substantial impact on dif-

ferent areas of human-centric computing, such as emotion
analysis, affective computing, and robot control [1]. Since
different expressions can be characterized with the appear-
ance changes of the face [2], [3], efficient representation of
the expression-related appearance-features is a crucial task
in AFER. However, due to the different facial traits and
external noise factors, the representation of such features
should be, simultaneously, discriminative and robust, which
is challenging in practice. Moreover, describing the facial ex-
pressions using the most active regions on them is beneficial
since not all the regions of the face are active in expression
changes [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Nevertheless, selecting these
active regions is challenging due to the diverse facial ap-
pearance and expressions of different individuals.

There are a number of feature descriptors available in the
literature, where appearance-based descriptors are mostly
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used. Such methods apply image-filters on the face, either
globally to generate holistic features, or locally, to extract
micro-level local features of the face image. Even though the
global features, such as Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces [9] have
been studied widely, local feature descriptors [2], [3], [10],
[11] are popular due to their computational simplicity and
illumination-robustness. Among the local descriptors, Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) [10] is the most popular one, showing
its robustness in monotonic illumination-variations. Later,
edge-based descriptors have gained attention due to their
superior performance over LBP in recognizing facial ex-
pressions [2], [3], [11], [12], [13]. Edge-based descriptors
use top compass-mask responses to generate their codes,
aiming at representing the principal edge direction of the
local texture. Although this approach produces codes by
extracting the consistent prominent direction of local edges,
inconsistent codes may be produced in textures having
multiple edge-directions, such as, corner, curve, branches,
and more noticeable on flat regions. Hence, it may lose dis-
criminating power. Moreover, these descriptors are prone to
subtle local distortion and noise due to the use of small local
regions. Such problems are addressed in recently proposed
Neighborhood-aware Edge Directional Pattern (NEDP) [13],
nevertheless NEDP may at times suffer to preserve the
global shapes due to the inflexibility to explore a more wider
region of neighborhood since the baseline coding scheme is
confined to 3×3 neighborhood only.

Other existing works [14], [15] aim to reduce the effect
of noisy codes from flat region by applying a threshold
on primary edge response. This operation, however, elim-
inates a number of pixels from the face image. Therefore,
the reduced number of samples introduce sampling errors
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Fig. 1: The overall process of our proposal. [Learning phase] (a) A stream of input images and (b) corresponding LSP code image are shown.
(c) Blocks of different sizes are set on the training images, from where optimal blocks are learned by AdaBoost. (d) Proposed co-occurrence
histogram is applied on each learned blocks and active codes (per block) are selected. [Recognition phase] (e) An input image and (f) its LSP code
image is shown. (g) The blocks are set on the image based on the size and position learned from the above learning phase. (h) A feature-vector
for the input image is generated by combining the histogram of active codes from each of the learned-size blocks. (i) Feature-vector is sent to
classifier (SVM) for the classification task.

while generating the code histogram of the face, as pointed
by Ryu et al. [3]. These authors [3] tackle this issue by
selecting a number of codes that are highly related to
expression changes by accumulating the codes with statis-
tical dominance. Using the accumulation alone, however, is
disadvantageous too, since this strategy may select common
featureless pixels as the active codes, and, thus, hinders the
performance. Moreover, Ryu et al. [3] uses the same active
codes for all the facial blocks to generate code histogram. It
is evident that due to the diverse changes of expressions,
facial components change differently and exhibit diverse
shapes of features. Hence, applying same active codes over
all the facial image may also not provide the maximum
benefit.

Similarly, most methods still represent the description
of the face with a collection of code histograms extracted
from uniformly divided face blocks [2], [10], [11]. Since this
uniform-grid histogram approach uses whole face image
for the description, unnecessary person-specific informa-
tion, such as hair, chin, background etc. are included in
the feature description, leading to inappropriate expression-
affiliated information. Most importantly, this approach can-
not ensure consistent representation of the facial compo-
nents in the same block since expression-changes may easily
displace a facial component on a different block [4], [5].
Moreover, misalignment of the face may also lead to serious
inconsistency of such representation. Some prior works [16],
[17], however, use specific facial blocks with predefined
fixed size and location. Nevertheless, location and size
of the salient blocks usually vary person-to-person and
may change under improper face-registration. Hence, such
predefined block geometry results in poor performance in
practice. Researchers tried to tackle this issue by learning the
information of salient blocks using different learning tech-
niques, such as multi task sparse learning [18]. Moreover,
Zhang et al. [19] used multi-scale Gabor features to train
with Adaboost to select the salient blocks. Nevertheless, the

position and size of the salient blocks in their work [19] vary
highly when trained with different databases, pointing its
inappropriateness in real-world scenario. Other works [5],
[6] learn salient blocks from the facial image based on their
dominant classification accuracies. Despite their promising
results, the learned blocks are all uniform in sizes, for all the
parts and expressions.

To make a summary to the above-mentioned limitations
of existing works, i.e., the lack of discriminating power and
robustness of local descriptors, inefficiency in preserving
active feature information through codes, and the inconsis-
tency in representing salient facial components, hinder the
accuracy of the state-of-the-art methods. In this paper, we
overcome these issues through the following proposals.

• First, we introduce a new feature descriptor, Lo-
cal Shape Pattern (LSP), utilizing the statistics of
neighboring pixels’ gradient information to represent
discriminating shapes on the local textures. The ra-
tionale behind the use of statistics (i.e., histogram
of gradient orientations) of neighboring pixel is to
incorporate the flexibility to explore a wider region
of pixels, ensuring a consistent representation of the
local texture’s shape despite having subtle distortion
and noise. Moreover, we apply preset structural re-
strictions on the gradients while accumulating them,
which ensures the strong evidence of an edge bound-
ary that passes through and simultaneously, avoids
the futile noisy accumulations.

• We also propose a learned-size salient block selection
strategy for the facial image, where we initially set
different-sized blocks on the emotion-related facial
components such as eyes, outer brows, brow, mouth,
& side-mouths, and then learn the most salient blocks
using Adaboost with our proposed feature descriptor
yielding consistent expression-affiliated information.
The highlight of using the learned-size blocks is
that the learning structure around particular inter-
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est points enhances the robustness and description
capabilities of the final face descriptor while remov-
ing person-specific information and simultaneously,
providing resistance against misalignment of facial
images.

• Moreover, we improve the existing expression-
related active code selection method [3] by incorpo-
rating a combined representation of spatial variance
and statistical dominance information of the codes
(within a co-occurrence histogram). Unlike previous
methods [3], we learn distinct active codes for differ-
ent significant facial regions (i.e., above-mentioned
learned-size blocks), making it efficient to represent
the most active expressive features for that particular
region.

• Lastly, we present an efficient technique to repre-
sent the selected active LSP codes together with
the learned-size blocks within its different sub-block
divisions, achieving maximized performance.

We demonstrate the discriminability, robustness and ef-
ficiency of our above proposals on different existing facial
expression recognition datasets. An overall flow of our
method is depicted in Fig. 1.

2 LOCAL SHAPE PATTERN (LSP) DESCRIPTOR

In facial expression recognition, the appropriate definition
of the local facial-texture shapes is key to represent the
changes in appearance. Existing edge-based descriptors [2],
[11], [12], [15] have shown that the directions of local edges
can be used as a significant cue to define such shape
changes. However, most of these works utilize principal
orientations of the target pixel to represent local feature
code. Such extraction of feature from single (target) pixel
is often disadvantageous due to not considering individ-
ual directional information from other neighboring pixels,
ending up with inconsistencies against fluctuations of local
intensities and subtle noise, as pointed by Iqbal et al. [13].

Unlike the above line of works, we propose utilizing
gradient information from the local neighborhood to have a
wider perspective of the structure of underlying edge shape.
Considering gradients from all the neighboring pixels may,
however, arise noise in the shape description. Hence, we
consider the orientation consistency of neighboring pixels
with respect to the center (target) pixel to omit such random
noisy variations of shape, as well as we analyze the local
statistics of neighboring gradients in order to reliably extract
the direction of underlying edge. The rationale behind this
idea is that the neighboring pixels (falling) in the direction
of the edge passing through the center pixel show near-
similar gradient orientations, and accumulation of such
orientations into histogram allows getting an estimate of
the edge passing through local region. However, a simple
accumulation may only provide a noisy estimation of edge-
like structures, since not all neighboring pixels share similar
gradient characteristics. Therefore, we propose to constrain
neighboring orientations in case they do not comply with
predefined template-orientations (we name them as ori-
entlets) with respect to the center pixel while the accumu-
lation process. In this way, only the selected orientations,
showing correspondence to the solid edge structures, will
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Fig. 2: LSP code computation process for a sample patch (3×3). Gradi-
ent orientations and magnitudes of the neighboring pixels are shown.
Magnitudes are accumulated at the respective orientation bins when
orientations comply with their orientlets (green color). Accumulations
are smoothed and its peaks are selected as the principal directions.
These peaks (k = 2) are concatenated to create the LSP code.
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Note that neighbors in 5×5, colored similarly as in 3×3, contain same
orientlets as shown in.

be accumulated, and dominant orientations will appear as
peaks in the histogram. These peaks represent the direction
of different edges going through the center pixel, which in
turn represents the local shape structure of the neighbor-
hood. Eventually, we represent the local shape structure by
generating a feature code using the dominant k-orientation
bins (peaks). An overview of the proposed code computa-
tion is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1 Defining Orientlets

We need to ensure whether the gradient orientation of a
neighboring pixel (q) supports the existence of an edge
going through this pixel and the center pixel (p). To inves-
tigate such supports, we define a set of ideal orientations
for a neighboring pixel when it is connected with the center
pixel by an edge. We call these ideal orientation templates
orientlets. We detect these connections by analyzing the
orientation-patterns of the pixels, since when an edge exists
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between the neighboring pixel and the center pixel, the
orientation of the neighbor pixel appears orthogonal to the
direction of the edge [20], [21]. In Fig. 3, we provide a
representative example of the orientlets for the neighbors
within 3×3 and 5×5 region, where the orientlets are pro-
duced with 16 quantized orientations. The small blue-arrow
lines connecting the neighbor pixels and the center pixel (in
3×3 Neighborhood) denote edge-segments passing through
them. For such an edge (edge can be prolonged at practice),
the ideal orientation at that neighbor appears orthogonal to
the direction of the respective edge; i.e., for a vertical edge at
neighbor 1, its possible orientlets are located horizontally in
the figure. Note that for a particular neighbor, orientlets are
shown in either direction because the edge may have two
different contrasts, e.g., dark-to-bright and vice versa. One
may vary the stride of orientlets in order to allow natural
variations of edge; e.g., a stride of 2-bins is shown in this
figure. Mathematically, for a neighbor q to have an edge
with center pixel p, its orientlet set Op(q) can be defined as

Op(q) =
⋃

θ̂∈[1,i]

(θ̂), where θ̂ ⊥ Ep(q), (1)

where, θ̂ is a value within i-quantized orientation bins. The
setOp(q) is comprised by θ̂s orthogonal (denoted as ⊥ sign)
to the direction of the edge, Ep(q), connecting p and q.

2.2 Coding Scheme
We like to generate the signature of underlying edge of
a pixel by observing the accumulations of its neighboring
orientations. Since neighbors falling in the direction of the
edge show similar orientations, peaks in the histogram of
these orientations will nicely reflect the directional axes of
the edge. In the histogram, we accumulate the gradient mag-
nitudes in the respective orientation-bin since magnitudes
represent the strength of the edge and hence offer a reliable
representation of such directional axes.

Formally, to generate the accumulation histogram H
for a particular pixel p, we traverse its neighborhood, Np,
and accumulate the gradient magnitude of each neighbor
q in its respective orientation that belongs to its predefined
orientlets, by

Hp (i) =
∑
q∈Np

γp (q) δ
(
θ̂(q), i

)
, ∀ i, (2)

where i is the bin of the histogram (within total quantized
orientations). Function γp (q) returns the magnitude M(q)
of neighbor q when θ̂(q) belongs to Op(q)

γp(q) =

{
M(q) if θ̂p ∈ Op(q),
0 otherwise,

(3)

and, δ is the Dirac’s delta function

δ(a, b) =

{
1 if a = b,

0 otherwise.
(4)

Note that we only allow an accumulate in Hp when the ori-
entation of the neighbor belongs to its predefined orientlet-
set. In this way, we ensure the accumulations of strong edges
only that are going through the center pixel, which in turn,
omits the inclusion of other outlier structures present in

the local neighborhood. In our experiments we utilize the
widely used 3×3 Sobel kernels [22] to calculate the gradient
magnitude and orientation. Although any other kernel can
be used.

The peaks in histogram Hp represent the signature of
edge boundaries passing through the center pixel, and hence
we select top k-peaks to reliably represent such boundaries.
Nevertheless, Hp may get affected by some noisy accumu-
lations that may suppress other important peaks. To reduce
the effect of such noise, we smooth the histogram with a
1×g Gaussian kernel G, by

Hp = Hp ∗G. (5)

Such smoothing operation helps generating sharp peaks in
the histogram, leading to a clear representation of edge
boundaries. Now, a bin i from this smoothed histogram
Hp is regarded as a peak if its accumulation is maximum
than its preceding and succeeding accumulations; that is, it
should be a local maximum within a predefined window. At
first, we select a set of i indices (candidate peaks) those are
strictly highest within a window of length 2a+ 1,

Pp = {i : Hp(i) > [Hp(j)], |i− j| < a} , i 6= j,∀ j, (6)

where Pp contains the set of candidate peaks, where the
top peaks denote the principal directional axes of the edge.
Therefore, we select top k-peaks based on their highest
accumulations from Hp,

Pkp =
z

arg max
k

{Hp(z) : z ∈ Pp}, (7)

where arg max operator returns k-values from the set Pp
based on their respective top accumulations from the his-
togramHp. We define this selected set of top k-peaks as Pkp .
Finally, we generate our LSP code using these top k indices
by concatenating their binary values through

LSP(p) =


k

‖
k=1

(P̂kp )2 if M(p) > τ and Pkp 6= ∅,

ω otherwise,

(8)

where, (P̂kp )2 is the binary representation of the kth top
direction from the set Pkp (7), ‖ is the concatenation operator
(of binary numbers), M(p) is the gradient magnitude of
the pixel p, τ is a threshold defined to avoid insignificant
low responses from flat regions, and ω is a default code
defined for low magnitude pixels (i.e. flat regions). We only
generate a code for a pixel where its magnitude value passes
the threshold, τ , to discard such featureless flat pixels. The
threshold can be selected either adaptively or empirically; in
our approach we follow an adapting way of selecting such
threshold described by Iqbal et al. [13].

3 LEARNED-SIZE BLOCK SELECTION

As discussed in Section 1, traditional uniform-block rep-
resentation of facial image often includes non-expressive
features and at times shows its proneness to positional
variations of facial components, limiting the overall recog-
nition performance. Hence, we opt to use a learned-size
block definition for our facial descriptor to cover only
the important facial regions related to expressions along
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Setting of reference-points. (a) An example of face-cropping
based on eyes and mouth detection. (b) Example of automatically
cropped faces, and their facial features (reference points) depicted with
red circles that show that the interesting features are within the face for
further analysis.

with their appropriate variations in size. According to the
Emotion Facial Action Coding System (EMFACS) [23], eyes,
outer brows, brow, upper nose, and mouth are significant
features that change on facial expressions. Hence, we set
learned-size blocks to include these six facial components
approximately while allowing overlapping. In addition, we
include the sides of the mouth as additional facial features
for learned-size blocks as they also change greatly according
to variations of expressions. An example of the location of
the learned-size blocks in different facial regions (e.g., the
left and right eyes, left and right outer brows, left and right
sides of mouth, brow, and mouth blocks) can be found in
Fig. 7(b).

3.1 Settings of Learned-Size Blocks
In order to set the desired blocks around the above-
mentioned facial features, it is important to locate their
accurate positions. For this, first we crop the facial region
from the given image in such a way that those facial features
are located at similar positions after cropping.

To perform this operation appropriately, we consider
using eye and mouth-detection approach since consistent
results have been shown in detecting eyes and mouth in
the literature [24], [25]. Now having the locations of eyes
and mouth, first, we compute the in-plane rotation angle of
the eyes to align the face and then calculate the horizontal
distance between the two eyes, and the vertical distance
between the eyes & mouth to define rectangle parameters
of the face. We now crop this rectangle (face) area and
normalize it to 120×160 resolutions for further processing.
Fig. 4(a) presents the overall process.

The above cropping strategy ensures the target facial
features to appear at similar positions. Some examples from
CK+ dataset [26] are given at Fig. 4(b), where it is shown
that the reference points (red circles) are defined at similar
positions among various individuals and expressions.

𝑙𝑟 × 𝐹𝑤

𝑡𝑟 × 𝐹ℎ

𝑏𝑟 × 𝐹ℎ

r𝑟 × 𝐹𝑤

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: (a) Definition of a learned-size block using the left, right, top, and
bottom ratios (lr, rr, tr, and br, respectively) from the image width, Fw ,
and height, Fh, and the center of the reference point. (b) Possible block
(45 194 ) over the reference points that are used for AdaBoost learning.

TABLE 1: Percentage of the image width, Fw , and height, Fh, that
defines the x and y coordinates, respectively, for each facial reference
point used on the learning phase of the learned-size blocks.

Reference Point x y Reference Point x y

Right eye 0.25 0.25 Brow 0.5 0.25
Left eye 0.75 0.25 Mouth 0.5 0.875
Right outer-brow 0.25 0.125 Right side-mouth 0.25 0.625
Left outer-brow 0.75 0.125 Left side-mouth 0.75 0.625

Afterwards, we define eight reference points for the
above-mentioned eight facial features that are relative to
(cropped) image height and width, as detailed in Table 1.
We now utilize these points to set the possible sizes of
candidate blocks around the target facial features. For each
block around such a reference point, we independently set
left (lr), right (rr), top (tr), and bottom (br) size-ratios with
respect to width (Fw) and height (Fh) of the face, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Such a setting having these size variables and
reference point (as parameters of each block) allows each
block to vary in sizes.

3.2 Optimal sizes of Learned-Size Blocks

In the above sub-section, we describe the strategy to set
possible sizes of blocks around the reference feature-points.
Among these candidate sizes, we now look for the most
optimal block-size (for each reference point) that boost the
overall accuracy. We observe that the size of each block
should be sufficiently large to contain variations of each
facial feature (regarding the change of expressions) while
accommodating localization-errors of the reference point.
However, a large increase of sizes will include person-
specific information within the block while a small-sized
block may still suffer against localization-errors and posi-
tional variation of features, raising uncertainty in the recog-
nition performance.

Inspired by existing research utilizing boosting to learn
a few of most efficient sub-regions [10], [27], we apply
AdaBoost on the candidate blocks to choose the best set of
blocks out of all candidates. According to above-mentioned
block-settings, we define a total of 45 194 possible sizes (as
shown in Fig. 5(b)) to generate as many different blocks
to be used for training and testing the weak classifiers of
AdaBoost. To perform training and boosting, LSP histogram
is calculated from each block and then, utilized as a feature
vector of each weak classifier. In previous works [10], [27],
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Fig. 6: Top row: blocks corresponding to top-N weak classifiers of
AdaBoost for respective expressions. Bottom row: optimal sizes of
learned-size blocks according to the top N weak classifiers ranging
from 5 to 30.

mean-histograms were generated for each of the blocks in
the training set, where distance from such mean-histograms
were calculated to test weak classifiers in Adaboost. Instead
of using such distance-based approach, we use SVM to train
weak classifiers for our purpose. We divide available data
into 10 partitions, where we first train SVM for each nine-
partition, and then we apply the trained SVM to test weak
classifiers on the remaining partition.

For the experiment, we use CK dataset with provided
manual annotations. According to the number of available
(six) expressions in CK, we generate six AdaBoost learning
results for each reference point, on which candidate blocks
with different sizes were set beforehand (shown in Fig. 5).
We now select top N -weak classifiers (blocks) for each of
the six results. Thus, we have a set of 8N blocks for each
expression. We then determine the optimal size to contain all
8N blocks. Here, if the left and right symmetrical reference
points (eyes, eyebrows, side-mouth) are learned differently,
they are fitted to the larger size blocks for stable information
extraction. Fig. 6 shows the selected blocks (by Adaboost)
and their optimal sizes with N ranging from 5 to 30.
The selected blocks are always the eight those contain the
area of most discriminative weak classifiers calculated from
AdaBoost.

4 ACTIVE LSP CODE SELECTION

In practice, not all the codes generated by local descriptors,
including proposed LSP, are useful for a particular task
(e.g., expression recognition). To be specific, some local
patterns rarely occur in the images while some patterns
belong to person-specific textures, and hence, they may
arise unwanted ambiguity in the feature description. Similar
considerations can also be found in previous work [28],
[29]. To make LSP-based facial description highly useful, we
propose to select active set of LSP codes those correspond
highly to expression changes, contributing towards addi-
tional discrimination capability. Previous work on selecting
active codes for facial expressions [3] utilizes whole facial
image to select the such codes based on their highest oc-
currences, which are then applied to specific user-defined
expression-affiliated regions (e.g., eye-brows, eyes, nose,
and mouth) to generate final feature-vector. However, since
all the facial parts do not correspond to expression changes,

codes selected from the whole face may still contain redun-
dant codes.

Another drawback of Ryu et al.’s work [3] in selecting
active codes is the sole use of occurrence value of the codes,
which may at times include irrelevant codes. For exam-
ple, facial image of old-aged person may contain person-
specific information (e.g., wrinkles, furrows, etc.) that are
somewhat irrelevant to expression changes, and a high
occurrence of the codes at these textures may lead to select
them as the active one. However, we observe such person-
specific information occur sparsely (only in specific region
for specific person), and hence the overall spatial spreadness
(variance) of such codes are low. On the contrary, codes
related to expression changes vary highly within the spatial
positions, showing their high variance along with their high
accumulations. Therefore, we look for the codes with high
accumulation along with high variance to select them as
the most active codes. Moreover unlike previous work [3]
learning such codes from the whole face, we learn them
from the salient learned-size blocks only to avoid codes from
non-expressive features and apply the learned codes to the
respective blocks, accordingly.

To elaborate it, we first calculate LSP codes (8) at each
pixel within the learned-size blocks, and generate a co-
occurrence histogram for each block. In the co-occurrence
histogram, one axis contains all the LSP-code values while
the other axis corresponds to the row-wise occurrence of
them. Since most expression-related textures change hor-
izontally while an expression being active, we observe a
dominant vertical motion in the facial image, and hence, we
analyze the row spreadness for the codes, instead of a joint
space. We create this histogram by accumulating all the c
valid LSP codes over the coded training data for the pixels
within block Bb as follows,

CHb(r, c) =
1

s2T

T∑
t=1

∑
p∈Br

b

δ (LSP (p)t , c) , (9)

where, CHb(r, c) denotes an entry in the co-occurrence
histogram for the r-th row of b-th block (denoted as Brb )
for the LSP code c. δ function is the Dirack’s delta (4), and
the coding function LSP (8) is computed for each pixel, p,
for r-th row within the block b of length s, and for every
training image t (with a total of training images T ).

Simply saying, the co-occurrence histogram CHb rep-
resents the occurrence of the LSP codes along the spatial
region of block Bb, which, in turn, represents the distri-
bution of each code for that interest block. We now use
these distributions to select the specific codes that show high
occurrence and spread (variance) within the block. Note that
the accumulation is important to show the overall impor-
tance of the code while the variance is used to suppress the
inclusion of person-specific information, as discussed earlier
in this section.

In practice, to select the set of active codes within a block
b, we define a score function, S, for each code, c,

Sb(c) = αb(c)σ
2
b (c), (10)

where αb(c) and σ2
b (c) denote the spatial accumulation

and variance of the code c, respectively. Among them, the
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Fig. 7: Construction of the face-descriptor. (a) Division of an example eye-brow block, where spatiality is added to the active LSP codes by assigning
labels (identifier) to the sub regions and then combining them together with the respective codes. (b) Face descriptor, F, by concatenating the
histograms of sLSP codes from each learned-size blocks, shown in different colors.

accumulation (αb(c)) is computed spatially by

αb(c) =
∑
r

CHb(r, c), (11)

and the variance, σ2
b (c), is computed by

σ2
b (c) =

1

s2

∑
r

(r − r̄b,c)2 CHb(r, c), (12)

where the size of the histogram equals the length s of the
block, and the mean coordinate is defined by

r̄b,c =
1

s

∑
r

rCHb(r, c). (13)

For each learned-size block, b, we select the n active
codes as those with the highest n scores by

Ab =
n

arg max
c
{Sb(c)}, (14)

where the arg maxnc operator returns the set of arguments c
that correspond to the top n maximum elements (scores)
from the input set, and Sb is the score function (10) for
a code. The set Ab represents contains the active codes
regarded as the most meaningful task-related codes (exclud-
ing redundant codes) for b-th block.

5 FACE DESCRIPTOR

Typically, the codes generated by local descriptors are
pooled over uniformly divided facial regions using a his-
togram of code frequencies. Then, these histograms are used
as the feature vector representing the input face image [2],
[10], [11]. Instead, we make use of the learned-size facial
blocks (Section 3) to generate the feature vector for our
purpose. In fact, we include additional zoomed-in spatial
information to the active LSP codes while generating the
code-histogram of a facial block since such added spatiality
in the facial description contributes towards performance
boost, as showed in Ryu et al.’s work [3].

In order to generate facial descriptor, we obtain the
learned-size blocks, as defined in Section 3. Further, we
divide each block into sub-regions and assign a sub-region
identifier (label) into LSP code by appending that unique
label to it, as shown in Fig. 7(a), so that a zoomed-in spatial
information is also added in the code. Formally, the spatial
LSP code (sLSP) within a block b is

sLSP(p)b =

{
L(p)2 ‖ LSP(p)2 LSP(p) ∈ Ab,
LSP(p) otherwise,

(15)

where L(p) is a location function that returns the identifier
of the sub-region for the pixel p, LSP is the code function
(8), ·‖· is the concatenation operator (of the binary represen-
tation of the numbers, depicted by the subscript ·2, and Ab
is the set of the learned active codes for the block b (14).

Specifically saying, to represent the facial image, we
generate the sLSP code at every pixel for each of the learned-
size block, b, and compute the histogram that represents it
by

Hb(c) =
∑
p∈Bb

δ (sLSP (p) , c) , ∀ c, (16)

where Bb is the b-th (learned-size) block, δ is the Dirac’s
delta (4), sLSP is the spatial version of the codes (15), and c
are all the possible sLSP codes. Finally, the face descriptor,
is the concatenation of all the histograms of the learned-size
blocks (as shown in Fig. 7(b)), that is,

F =
B

‖
b=1

Hb, (17)

where B is the number of learned-blocks used (see Sec-
tion 3.2 for the selection of the blocks and their number), and
‖ is the concatenation operation on the histogram vectors.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the experiments of our pro-
posals for the recognition of facial expressions. We evalu-
ate the performance of our proposals in different existing
datasets, including CK+ [26], FACES [30], RaFD [31], BU-
3DFE [32], Spontaneous-ISED [33], Spontaneous-NVIE [34],
and GEMEP-FERA [35]. For the experiments, we crop the
face region of the provided dataset images, according to the
specification of Section 3.1 by using existing eyes and mouth
detection methods [24], [25]. To conduct the experiments
under person-independent protocol, we perform N -person
cross-validation, commonly known as leave-one-person-out
cross-validation, as done in recent works [3], [13]. This
protocol trains the dataset images excluding the expression
images of one person, and then performs the testing on the
images of that particular person. The final result is produced
by average result after repeating the process for N -persons.
For classification, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM)
with RBF kernel. Because SVM generates binary classifica-
tion, multiclass classification is done with the one-against-
one method.
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6.1 CK+ Results

Extended Cohn-Kanade Facial Expression (CK+)
dataset [26] includes 593 image sequences (from neutral
to apex) of 123 subjects. Seven emotion categories, namely
anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and
surprise, are included in 327 sequences. Similar to works
presented in [2], [3], [10], [11], we select three most
expressive image frames from 309 sequences with seven
expression categories, having 981 images in total.

6.1.1 Optimal Parameters for LSP

There are several parameters of proposed LSP that needs
to be selected for the experiments, including size of the
neighborhood N (2), the stride s for setting orientlets, and
the number of principal responses k (8). We conduct several
sets of experiments to find the optimal values of such
parameters for using 7-class CK+ dataset with N -person
cross validation. Since we perform these experiments to find
the best parameters only, for the ease of experiments, we use
the uniform blocks of the images of 6×7 size. Moreover, for
the smoothing and peak-finding case, we use 3×3 window,
respectively, found experimentally.

Due to the tight relation between the number of
orientation-bins and the orientlets, we need to select a com-
bined choice of these two parameters in order to have better
accuracy. For this purpose, we run several experiments
varying these two parameters. In Fig. 3, we show an exam-
ple of different orientlets forQ = |{θ̂}| = 16 quantized bins.
The number of orientation bins to be considered as the ideal
orientations (1) for each edge-direction (i.e., neighboring
pixel) will be called stride, s, in this experiment. For in-
stance, Fig. 3 shows a representative example with s = 2 for
a quantization of Q = 16. In this experiment, we denote the
combined representation of the number of quantized bins
and the stride used to define the orientlet as Qs. We show
the results in Table 2 for different neighborhoods, and with
a fixed threshold, τ = 15, and selecting k = 2 peaks. We
observe that results of 16-bins with s = 2 are consistently
better than the results of using either a wide number of bins,
e.g., 32-bins, or small number of bins, e.g., 8. We found that
putting a loose restrictions (e.g., 164, 328) may get affected
by neighboring noisy patterns, while putting too much tight
restrictions (e.g., 322) may only consider very strong solid
edge shape, ending up losing smooth and distorted edge
shapes. Hence, we consider 16-quantized bins with s = 2
as a good combination for our purpose. Similarly, to test the
best neighborhood size, we conduct our experiments twice
with 3×3 and 5×5, respectively. Results show that results
for the 5×5 neighborhood is consistently better than 3×3,
and hence we use 5×5 as the optimal neighborhood size.
For facial images, thus, a wider neighboring structure may
be better than using smaller neighborhood.

The number of peaks, k (8), of the local histogram to
represent the shape of the pixel is another very important
parameter in our approach. Different number of peaks
represent different shape-structures. For example, only one
peak denotes the existence of a solid one-directional edge.
Two peaks denote the directions of two prime edges going
through the pixel, referring the existence of corner and
curve-like textures. Likewise, considering more than two

TABLE 2: Recognition rates (%) for different orientlets using Q quan-
tized orientation bins with a stride s (Qs) for different neighborhoods
N . These results use a fixed threshold, τ = 15 and k = 2 peaks.
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Fig. 8: Recognition accuracy (%) for different number of peaks (k).

peaks denote the occurrence of branch or complex junction-
like textures, where more than two edge-directions can be
found. However, to select the optimal number of peaks
for our descriptor, we conduct experiments for different
peaks, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and show the results in Fig. 8, where
the best result is observed in k = 2. Due to the lack of
complex junction-like structures, using k = 3 peaks is often
redundant for facial image, whereas considering k = 1 peak
may ignore important curve and corner textures; thereby,
we use at most k = 2 peaks for LSP in the rest of the
experiments.

6.1.2 Optimal Parameters for Active LSP Codes and
Learned-Size Blocks

The proposed active LSP code and learned-size blocks have
several parameters. Since the facial features contained in
each learned-size block have different movements and code
patterns according to facial expression changes, we have to
find the optimal sub regions sizes (Fig. 7(a)), and number of
active codes, n. Similar as before, for the optimal selection
of such parameters, we conduct N -person cross validation
on CK+ for different sets of parameters.

For the optimal parameters of sub blocks for
each learned block, we defined 18 different sub
regions by dividing the blocks corresponding
to each facial reference point with sizes from
{a×b : a ∈ {1, 2, 3} and b ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}}. Next, we
searched for the optimal sub regions sizes for each learned
block by selecting the top N = 15 resultant blocks from
AdaBoost (Fig. 6), and selecting top n = 16 active codes.
Since the search space is too big if we do a full search, we
set the division of all blocks to 3×3 sub regions, while
varying just one block. For effectiveness, the eye, outer
brow, and side mouth blocks paired left and right were set
using the same sub region sizes. Table 3 shows test results
of the optimal sub regions for each learned block. In the
test, we found that learned-size blocks have the best results
at 3×6, 1×1, 2×1, 3×3, and 3×4 for eye, outer brow,
brow, mouth, and side mouth, respectively, according to
contained facial features.
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TABLE 3: Recognition accuracy (%) for LSP with learned-size blocks for
18 different sub regions in CK+ dataset. The experiments use the top
N = 15 resultant blocks from AdaBoost, n = 16 top active codes, and
3×3 sub regions for other blocks (per experiment).

Sub blocks Eye Outer brow Brow Mouth Side mouth

1×1 92.8 94.5 93.0 93.3 92.2
1×2 92.3 94.0 92.9 93.4 92.5
1×3 92.5 94.4 93.0 91.6 92.2
1×4 93.0 93.6 93.1 90.3 92.5
1×5 92.9 93.3 92.8 90.6 92.6
1×6 93.1 93.4 92.8 90.5 90.1
2×1 92.5 94.1 93.2 91.2 92.5
2×2 92.5 93.9 92.8 91.6 92.6
2×3 92.8 93.6 92.8 91.4 92.4
2×4 93.2 93.0 93.0 91.2 92.8
2×5 92.7 92.8 92.7 91.4 92.7
2×6 92.9 93.3 92.7 91.4 92.9
3×1 92.3 94.2 92.9 92.1 92.6
3×2 92.2 93.8 92.7 91.9 92.9
3×3 93.0 93.8 93.0 93.8 93.0
3×4 92.7 92.2 92.7 92.1 93.4
3×5 93.0 91.6 92.2 92.6 93.3
3×6 93.4 93.2 92.4 91.6 93.1

TABLE 4: Accuracy (%) of LSP in CK+ by varying the top N results
obtained from AdaBoost for the optimal sizes of the learned-size blocks.

N 5 10 15 20 25 30

Accuracy (%) 93.3 94.8 94.8 94.8 94.8 94.9

After finding the optimal sub regions, we searched for
the optimal top N blocks from AdaBoost by exploring
N ∈ [5, 10, . . . , 30] with n = 16 active codes, and the
previously found optimal sub regions. Table 4 shows results
of the optimal top N test. We found that the optimal sizes
at N = 30. Finally, to find the optimal n of each learned
block, we tested eight different n values from [4, 8, . . . , 32]
for each block, while setting n = 16 for other blocks. Since
the optimal sub block of the outer brow one is 1×1 which
means no sub region, it is not necessary to find the optimal n
value for the outer brow. Thus, we excluded the outer brow
blocks from this experiment. Similar to the previous test,
we paired the left and right eyes and side mouths again for
effectiveness. Table 5 shows the results. Based on these, we
set n = 20 for the eye blocks, n = 4 for the brow block,
n = 24 for the mouth block, and n = 24 for the side
mouth blocks. From the three tests, we found the optimal
parameters for active LSP and learned-size blocks. We used
these optimal parameters in succeeding experiments.

TABLE 5: Recognition accuracy (%) for LSP in CK+ with learned-size
blocks while varying n for each block, and setting the rest to n = 16.

n Eye Brow Mouth Side mouth

4 94.5 94.9 90.7 94.1
8 94.4 94.8 90.8 94.3

12 94.5 94.7 92.6 94.8
16 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9
20 95.1 94.9 94.9 94.9
24 94.9 94.8 95.0 95.0
28 94.9 94.8 94.8 94.8
32 94.9 94.8 94.2 95.0

6.1.3 Efficacy of learned-size blocks and active codes

We experimentally validate the efficacy of the combined
representation of proposed learned-size blocks and active
codes against different other usages of the blocks.

First, we generate result for LSP code with uniform-size
blocks (LSP+UB) extracted from the whole face. Second,
we show the result for the proposed method, that is active
LSP with leaned-size block representation (sLSP+LB) using
the optimal parameters learned above. Thirdly, to show the
efficacy of proposed active LSP codes over original LSP
codes, we generate result for learned-size block represen-
tation when used with LSP code only. Fourthly, instead of
using the learned blocks, we set square blocks of same size
in the center of the learned blocks, to show the efficacy of
the sizes of the blocks that are learned. Illustrative results are
shown in Table 6 and we visualize that proposed learned-
size blocks with active LSP code convincingly outperforms
other combination of usages. As we observe from the given
illustrations, uniform blocks cover the whole face and hence,
consist of a bunch of blocks (especially on the cheek and
forehead), having no expression-related information. The
contribution of such redundant information is very minimal
to the classifier rather creating unnecessary confusion at
times, ending up with low accuracy. On contrary, proposed
leaned-size blocks cover the regions contributing highly to
the expression changes, and hence avoids unnecessary futile
information, contributing to its higher accuracy. As we also
observe, learned blocks vary in sizes according to the differ-
ent facial components. Therefore, to verify the importance
of the size of the learned blocks, we set square-size blocks
around the center of the learned-size blocks (sLSP+LBc).
In this case, we keep the size of all the blocks same. We
observe that some of the blocks (e.g., mouth block) fail short
to include the respective facial components appropriately,
while some blocks (e.g., eye-brow blocks) include redundant
information of other facial components, and hence, result in
performance-degradation. This, in turn, shows the efficacy
of learning proper size of facial blocks in representing the
salient expression information.

We also observe that the accuracy improves when
learned-size blocks are used with active LSP codes instead
of using LSP codes (LSP+LB). For this, we generate the
result of LSP+LB using exactly the same way as described
in Section 5, except instead of active LSP we use all the
LSP codes. Since different blocks contain different texture
characteristics, in our approach, we select specific codes
(active codes) contributing highly to the expression changes
for that block, contributing towards its higher accuracy. On
the contrary, while using all the LSP codes, non-influential
codes are also included in the feature-vector and hence
arises unnecessary ambiguity to the classifier at time, ending
up with lower accuracy.

6.1.4 Performance Under Noise and Misalignment

We analyze the performance of our proposed descriptor
under noise and misalignment. For this, first, we ran-
domly distribute zero-mean Gaussian noise to the 7-class
images of CK+ dataset within the interval of [0.08, 0.16]
and [0.16, 0.32] standard deviation. We now perform N -
person cross-validation for different descriptors and present
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TABLE 6: Recognition accuracy (%) of our method with different usage
of facial blocks. Notations used in the caption are as, UB: uniform blocks
over whole face, LB: learned-size blocks, LBc: square-sized blocks
positioned in the center of the learned-size blocks.

Method LSP+UB sLSP+LB LSP +LB sLSP+LBc

Result 93.78 95.13 93.02 90.32

Block

the results at Table 7, where we observe that proposed
LSP outperforms other descriptors under both the noise
intervals. The key reason of such dominant result of LSP
is the use of statistical information of neighboring pixels
from a wider region that exploits a global shape of the
texture, providing more stable structural information even
under a noisy environment. Moreover, we select the salient
peaks from the histogram of neighboring orientations to
represent reliable edge boundaries, which, in turn, avoids
the effect of noisy accumulations from single or fewer
samples, as observed in many other existing descriptors.
Note also that accuracy of LSP improves more when using
with proposed active-LSP and learned-sized blocks. The
active-LSP codes are generated in the pixels contributing to
consistent expression-changes, which in turn, discards the
textures having trivial effect on expressions producing futile
information under the noise-effect. Moreover, the learned-
size blocks removes insignificant region of the face that may
generate redundant information under noise. All these fac-
tors perhaps cumulatively contribute towards such robust
performance of our method.

In addition, we evaluate the performance of our method
under the misaligned frontal faces. Such misalignment of
facial image is very common in practice, which may oc-
cur due to the registration error in detecting face or mis-
detection of different facial components (i.e., eye, nose, etc.).
For our purpose, we artificially distort the alignment of
the face by adding random Gaussian noise with zero mean
and standard deviations within the interval of [0.5, 5.0] to
the position of two eyes. We utilize the ground-truth eye-
position information of CK+ to perturb the position of
the eyes, generating the misaligned facial image. We now
conduct N-person-cross-validation in the 7-classes of CK+
for different descriptors (with the uniform-block settings)
and provide results in Table 7. We observe that proposed
method achieves better accuracy than other descriptors
under the misalignment of images. Most importantly, we
observe a significant gain in performance of LSP when using
learned-sized blocks. This mainly happens since same-sized
uniform blocks often fail short to consistently preserve
the information of same facial components in the same
blocks [4], [5], as also discussed in previous subsection.
We explicitly show it in Fig. 9(a), where we observe that
some of the uniform blocks (marked in red) in misaligned
image represent significantly different facial parts than that

TABLE 7: Performance of different descriptors under noise and mis-
alignment.

Descriptors Noise-variation Misalignment
[0.08, 0.16] [0.16, 0.32]

Example

LBP 72.09 69.09 84.20
LDP 78.28 57.44 86.95
LDN 88.58 52.75 87.36
LPTP 91.64 77.37 90.01
PTP 91.03 82.16 89.91

LDTP 89.91 86.24 91.84
HOG 90.65 81.54 89.89
NEDP 91.67 85.26 91.34

LSP+UB 91.77 85.35 91.88
sLSP+LB 91.89 86.39 93.37

of the aligned image. On the contrary, learned-size blocks
vary in sizes, and comparably bigger than the uniform-sized
blocks to cover target facial components quite appropriately
despite having registration error or misalignment of face.
We also illustrate this in Fig. 9(b), showing that despite
having misalignment, all the learned-size blocks, although
except the right eye-brow, represent corresponding facial
components similarly, as in the aligned image.

6.1.5 Comparison against state-of-the-art methods
We compare the performance of our method on CK+ dataset
against other state-of-the-art methods. Apart from the base-
line 7-class experiments [26], different methods evaluate
their performance for different classes in CK+. For instance,
due to the fewer samples of contempt class, some meth-
ods [13], [36] remove the images of contempt class and
conduct 6-class experiments. Some other methods [41], [41],
[42], [43], [44] add the first neutral expression frame of
each video with the existing 7-classes and conduct 8-class
experiment with the neutral expression-class. Therefore, in
addition to the basic 7-class experiment, in order to compare
our method with these methods, we also conduct separate
experiments for 6-class and 8-classes, and provide the re-
sults at Table 8.

We compare the performance of proposed method
against diverse existing methods, such as appearance-

(a) Uniform-size blocks. (b) Learned-size blocks.

Fig. 9: Representation of uniform-size and learned-size blocks for an
aligned and misaligned image. Blocks marked in red represent either
completely or slightly different facial components under misalignment.
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TABLE 8: Comparative person-independent recognition results (%) for
different expression-classes of CK+. (Results with citations are taken
from corresponding papers; others are generated by the authors.)

Methods 6-class 7-class 8-class

LBP 92.88 85.84 89.38
LDP 91.15 84.79 85.04
LDN 86.73 80.74 85.12
LPTP 92.34 91.64 86.20
PTP 91.69 91.03 88.99
LDTP [3] 94.97 94.19 91.03
NEDP [13] 93.78 92.97 90.03
ML-MV-G [36] 88.52 - -
BDBN† [37] 96.70 - -
LPQ+SRC [38] - 80.78 -
ICV+CER [38] - 92.34 -
SRC+IVR [39] - 90.50 -
SPTS+CAPP [26] - 83.30 -
MSR [40] - 91.40 -
HOG [41] - - 89.53
Gabor [41] - - 88.61
SIFT [41] - - 86.39
Zero-biased CNN† [42] - - 81.80
FN2EN† [43] - - 88.70
AURF† [41], [43] - - 92.22
AUDN† [43], [44] - - 93.70
LSP+UB 95.22 93.78 91.50
sLSP+LB 96.77 95.13 93.81
†: Deep-learning method.

based methods, geometry-based methods, manifold-based
approaches etc. Among them our method outperforms other
appearance-based methods convincingly; for instance, LBP,
LDP, LDN, LPTP, PTP, LDTP, NEDP for all the classes, while
HOG, Gabor and SIFT for 8-class. Among the geometry-
based approaches, we compare against a combined method
of similarity-normalized shape (SPTP) and Canonical ap-
pearance feature (CAPP) [26] for 7-class problem, and ob-
serve better accuracy of our method. For 7-class, we also
observe better performance of our method against a work
that uses manifold based sparse representation (MSR) [40],
and approaches dealing with intra-class variations [38],
[39]. In addition, we compare against a work employing
multi-layer multi-variable grouping (ML-MV-G) algorithm
for expression analysis [36], where we also observe better
accuracy of our method for 6-class recognition.

Comparison Against Deep-learning Methods: Recently,
deep-learning based methods have shown dominating per-
formances in facial expression recognition task. However,
one critical issue for these methods in the available facial
expression datasets is the unavailability of sufficient training
data. To tackle this issue, recent methods increase their
data using various data-augmentation strategies [42], [43]
or pre-train the network using additional data from other
domains [45]. For the sake of fair comparison with such
methods, one has to show the results after adopting the
above-mentioned strategies, as also suggested in previous
work [13], [45]. However, such strategies do not fall within
the scope of our work in this paper. Therefore, in our
approach, we compare the deep-methods those use orig-
inal training data for the result-generation under person-
independent protocol. In this regard, we compare our re-
sults against some recent works, for example BDBN [37] for
6-class and Zero-biased CNN [42], FN2EN [43], AURF [41],
AUFN [44] for 8-classes. Results can be found in Ta-

TABLE 9: Comparative recognition accuracy (%) for BU-3DFE. (Results
with citations are taken from corresponding papers; others are gener-
ated by the authors.)

Methods Accuracy (%)

LBP 56.20
LDP 61.30
LDN 56.50
LPTP 67.80
PTP 66.88
HOG 67.27
Geometric-based approach [46] 66.50
BDA/GMM [47] 68.28
LBP+LPQ+DCT+SIFT [48] 68.30
LGBP [49] 67.96
LGBP+LBPms [49] 71.10
LDTP [3] 71.30
NEDP [13] 68.25
LSP+UB 72.87
sLSP+LB 73.91

ble 8, where we observe that some of the methods, e.g.,
BDBN [37], AURF [41], and AUFN [44] perform better than
LSP when applied with uniform-size blocks (UB). Never-
theless, combined with the proposed active LSP (sLSP) and
learned-size blocks (LB), our proposal achieves higher accu-
racies than all the above-mentioned deep-methods, showing
its efficacy against these methods in such controlled experi-
ential settings where deficiency of data is often observed.

6.2 BU-3DFE Results
The BU-3DFE dataset [32] provides 2400 face images of 100
subjects with six prototype emotions. The 2D-images of this
dataset are rendered from 3D data, which are presented
within four different intensity conditions with 512×512
resolution. Due to the variety of ethnic/racial ancestries
and intensities of expressions, this dataset is considered to
be a challenging one. Each image in this dataset is labeled
with one of the six emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise) with an emotion intensity from 01 to
04.

In BU3DFE, we achieve the highest accuracy than other
given methods at Table 9. Along with different local de-
scriptors, such as LBP, LDP, LDN, LPTP, PTP, HOG, LDTP,
LGBP and NEDP, we also compare our method against
a geometric-based approach proposed by Hu et al. [46],
Bayes Discriminant Analysis via Gaussian Mixture Model
(BDA/GMM) [47], and different fusion approaches, such as
LBP+LPQ+DCT+SIFT [48] and LGBP+LBPms [49]. Interest-
ing to observe that the accuracies of different descriptors,
such as LBP, LDP, and LDN are quite low in this dataset.
The black background behind the facial images of this
dataset leads the above descriptors to generate insignificant
meaningless patterns, yielding poor performance. In this
case, LSP takes advantage of the thresholding (8) along with
its embedded structural restriction scheme (1) to overcome
such featureless pixels. The addition of learned blocks that
preserve only the expressive components also contribute to
ignore such meaningless textures.

6.3 FACES Results
FACES [30] is a set of images of naturalistic 171 subjects with
six expressions: neutrality, sadness, disgust, fear, anger, and
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TABLE 10: Comparative recognition accuracy (%) in FACES and RaFD datasets under age and gender variations.

Methods FACES RaFD

Overall Young-aged Middle-aged Old-aged Overall Male Female

LBP 91.52 92.67 86.16 81.29 93.46 92.95 91.11
LDP 89.57 91.38 88.09 80.70 93.02 91.67 88.83
LDN 88.69 89.37 87.79 80.12 92.90 88.89 86.67
LPTP 92.11 90.37 88.39 81.58 92.53 87.59 88.01
PTP 91.42 93.10 89.58 84.36 92.90 92.06 82.50
HOG 91.04 92.13 88.77 83.54 92.11 90.56 87.98
NEDP 92.15 92.45 89.79 84.85 94.08 92.10 90.22
LSP+UB 92.70 93.54 90.96 84.97 94.15 93.03 91.84
sLSP+LB 93.54 95.03 91.06 86.13 96.67 94.35 92.66

happiness. It contains a total of 2052 images comprising two
sets of pictures per person and per facial expression. Among
the total 171 subjects, 58 subjects are younger (19 ∼ 31 years
old), 56 are middle-aged (39 ∼ 55 years old) and 57 are
older (69 ∼ 80 years old).

Expression recognition results for all the FACES im-
ages are presented in the first column of Table 10, which
shows that the our descriptor achieves better performance
against the existing local descriptors. It is worth mentioning
that expression-images of this dataset possess significant
variation in age. Thus, the higher result of the proposed
descriptor in FACES shows its efficiency under the images
of such variations. Moreover, Caroppo et al. [50] shows
that the expression images of older subjects are hard to
detect as their facial traits exhibit less differentiation among
different expressions. Hence, to evaluate the performance of
proposed method in such images, we conduct separate ex-
periments for the given three age-groups, including young,
middle-aged and old. We provide the results in Table 10,
where we also observe better accuracy of proposed method
than other descriptors in all the given age-groups. Neverthe-
less, similar to the findings in Caroppo et al.’s work [50], we
also observe that recognition rate for the old-group images
are comparably lower than the young-group. Older subjects
possess more person-specific information, such as wrinkle,
blemish etc., and show ambiguous expressions at times,
making it difficult to preserve distinguishable expression-
affiliated change information. Existing descriptors often fail
to differentiate the codes from such person-specific regions,
affecting the overall recognition accuracy. We tackle this
issue by counting the spatial variance of the codes, which
we consider while generating the active codes. Since such
person-specific textures occur in specific facial area only,
the position-wise (spatial) variance gets low despite the
total occurrence is high. Therefore, the low variance of
these codes make the overall score, as in (10), of these
codes minimum, making it less likely to be included as
the active codes, reducing the effect of such person-specific
information. We can also observe this from the recognition
rates of our method for the older groups, which is higher
than other descriptors, showing its efficacy against other
methods in recognizing the challenging expressions of older
subjects.

6.4 RaFD Results
Radboud Faces Database (RaFD) [31] contains images of
67 subjects performing eight facial expressions (anger, dis-
gust, fear, happiness, contemptuous, sadness, surprise and

neutral) with three gaze directions and five different face
orientations. However, for our experiments, we use the
frontal facial images with frontal gaze direction.

We test the performance of proposed method for RaFD
dataset using all the images, and present comparative
results in Table 10. We observe that proposed method
achieves better accuracy than the other given methods. It
is worth mentioning that expression-images of this dataset
possess significant variation in human gender, which leaves
the scope to evaluate performance under gender-diversity.
Hence, we explicitly test the performance of proposed
method for different gender, including male and female. For
both the groups, we observe better accuracies of proposed
method, suggesting its robust performance towards gender-
invariant recognition of expressions.

6.5 Spontaneous-NVIE Results

Natural Visible and Infrared (NVIE) facial Expression
dataset [34] provides a set of expression-sequences recorded
by a visible and an infrared thermal camera, with illumi-
nation provided from three different directions. For our
experiments, we collect the given peak expression frames
from the spontaneous visible spectrum video sequences
with frontal lighting from 100 subjects, as done in previous
work [34], [38]. Moreover, among six given expressions, only
three expressions, including disgust, fear and happiness
were successfully induced by the emotional videos in most
subjects. Thereby, these three expressions were used in the
experiments by Wang et al. [34] and Lee et al. [38], which
we also follow and conduct experiments for these three
expression classes.

N -person-cross-validation results on NVIE dataset are
given at Table 11, where we observe that proposed method
successfully outperforms other existing methods. Besides
comparing with different descriptors, we also compare our
proposal against a method using intra-class variation [38],
and different fusion method of PCA, LDA and KNN
along with AAM, KNN and LDA from the baseline ex-
periment [34]. Achieving higher accuracy in this dataset
is particularly important since the images of NVIE are
spontaneous in nature, providing the opportunity to judge
the methods’ performance in real world scenario. Never-
theless, the existence of glasses and uneven illumination
also make the dataset challenging in practice. However,
proposed method demonstrates the highest accuracy com-
pared to other method, exhibiting its efficacy to recognize
expressions under such challenging conditions.
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TABLE 11: Comparative recognition accuracy (%) for NVIE (VIS) and
ISED spontaneous datasets. (Results with citations are taken from
corresponding papers; others are generated by the authors.)

Methods NVIE results ISED Results

Accuracy(%) Accuracy(%) F1-Score

LBP 71.22 76.47 0.68
LDP 71.92 74.61 0.67
LDN 72.63 75.85 0.65
LPTP 70.38 72.46 0.64
PTP 70.52 76.16 0.68
LDTP 72.26 76.88 0.69
HOG 70.33 75.66 0.67
NEDP 72.28 77.79 0.70
LBP+SRC [38] 59.50 - -
LPQ+SRC [38] 62.17 - -
Gabor+SRC [38] 65.00 - -
ICV+CER [38] 70.33 - -
PCA+LDA [34] 58.47 - -
PCA+LDA+KNN [34] 65.25 - -
AAM+KNN [34] 67.80 - -
AAM+LDA+KNN [34] 61.86 - -
LSP+UB 72.82 77.82 0.70
sLSP+LB 74.16 78.03 0.71

6.6 Spontaneous-ISED Results
The Indian Spontaneous Expression Database (ISED) [33] is
a recently published dataset providing near-frontal spon-
taneous expressive images. ISED images has four differ-
ent expressions including happiness, surprise, sadness and
disgust. The peak expression frames of each videos and
its corresponding emotion-label are given with the dataset.
In total, the peak expression faces of 50 subjects from all
428 video clips are given, which were used in the baseline
experiment [33]. Among the peak images, 227, 73, 48, and
80 images belong to the happiness, surprise, sadness, and
disgust, respectively.

Using the given peak expression images, we conduct N-
person-cross-validation experiments in ISED dataset, and
provide the results at Table 11. Our proposal achieves the
highest accuracy in ISED. However, the provided images
per class in ISED are imbalances; for example, four classes of
ISED, i.e., happiness, surprise, sadness, and disgust, contain
227, 73, 48, and 80 images, respectively. Therefore, the
false-positives for the dominant class “happiness” are quite
high compared to other classes, as we observe from our
experiments. Since recognition accuracy does not count the
false positives, it may end up with improper interpretation
of result. Therefore, to get a better interpretation of the
results, we add F1-scores [51] for different descriptors along
with their recognition accuracies. F1-score is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall; that is it takes into account
true positives, as well as false positives and false negatives,
which are important when considering often imbalanced
databases. Results for F1-scores in Table 11 also show the
superiority of our proposal against other methods, which in
turn, points the efficacy of our proposal in case of having
datasets with such imbalanced images.

6.7 GEMEP-FERA Results
The GEMEP-FERA emotion detection dataset [35] contains
134 videos of different expressions by 10 subjects. Videos
were recorded while uttering meaningless words or a sus-
tained vowel ‘aaa.’ Videos are of 720×576 resolution and

TABLE 12: Comparative recognition accuracy (%) for GEMEP-FERA.
(Results with citations are taken from corresponding papers; others are
generated by the authors.)

Methods Person- Person- Overallindependent specific

Baseline (LBP) [35] 44.0 73.0 56.0
PHOG+SVM [53] 66.7 69.0 67.0
PHOG+LPQ+SVM [53] 64.8 83.8 72.4
PHOG+LPQ+LMNN [53] 62.9 88.7 73.4
EAI+LPQ [52] 75.2 96.2 83.8
LDP 62.5 96.2 76.1
LDN 63.7 96.1 76.8
PTP 65.0 96.2 77.6
LSDP 62.5 96.1 76.0
LPTP 63.5 96.1 77.1
LDTP [3] 71.3 96.3 81.3
NEDP [13] 67.5 96.3 79.1
LSP+UB 70.7 98.0 80.8
sLSP+LB 72.0 98.5 82.1

they are categorized as one of the five expressions including
anger, fear, joy, relief, and sadness. Training set consists of a
total of 155 videos of 7 subjects and the test set comprises
134 videos of 6 subjects, half of which are not included in
the training set.

In GEMEP-FERA [35], the baseline results were shown
with LBP, where features were generated from all the frames
followed by classifying each of them with SVM (using RBF-
kernel). Label of an emotion for a video is determined by
finding out the emotion occurring in maximum number.
Following the same procedure, we also apply our method
to recognize the emotion labels of GEMEP-FERA data,
where we test our method for both the person-specific and
person-independent protocol, as specified in the original
paper [35]. Results in Table 12 show that our method con-
sistently performs better than all the other given methods,
except EAI+LPQ [52]. We note that EAI+LPQ is the rank-1
method in FERA Challenge [35] that uses complex avatar
image generation and a complicated normalization process.
Our method method, on the contrary, is much simple yet
provides consistent performance, advocating for its overall
efficacy.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper addressed three common open issues for facial
expression recognition related to feature coding, including
the design of an efficient descriptor, selecting the active
expression-related features, and representing the facial im-
age with learned-size blocks. The proposed method incor-
porates all three aspects, by creating a face descriptor from
a set of blocks which size is learned for the facial expression
task, and by using an adaptive set of codes that reflect the
active expressive textures of the face. Our experiments show
the robustness of the proposed methods on different existing
datasets. It also shows that it outperforms existing similar
methods on different scenarios (as shown by the datasets),
which the existing methods cannot handle, exhibiting its
overall efficacy in recognizing facial expressions.
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